- so I thought it will be interesting to respond to this public space, which
is turned into an exhibition space, by going there to work, using it as an
artist’s studio
-> I went there from the time the card is printed until it is presented in
public gathering. including that day.
-> to do what I usually would have done sitting behind my table, where I
usually work
- waiting, pretending that I am leaving somewhere, to reflect
- it was like when you travel, but then you don’t.

- I tried having meetings there and the voice from the announcement was
making us tense and we got distracted by other people coming in and
going away.
-> there was this person who ate a big portion of fries in less than 10 min
while having discussion on the phone
- the same night I ate so much fries I had to sleep after
- I think that night I wanted to go to this lecture/publication presentation
that Pierre send us the email about, I got interested after reading this
first page of the publication
- thought this could be related to the idea of going to the train station to
work

- one day, there was a pigeon coming in there, getting very close to me, and
I was alone in the room -> scary <- maybe because I was reading an article about horror philosophy, preparing
to do horror-workshop-proposal with Sina

- but mostly the people sat there in silence
-> with their thoughts or their headphones and phones and sometimes with books -> I didn’t have any conversation with strangers. or I was a stranger. that’s ok.

- I kept on reading in the station
after morning reading we did
with Sara Manente in Constant
- I appreciated that the text included a copy of Octavia E. Butler’s notes written on the paper.
- in the text it writes that slime
molds knot up together in the
time of stress, they open their
membranes and fuse together ->
like many individuals in one body
-> it is very beautiful

- from the little I know, slime-molds remind me on solution solving organization, designing a solution
-> everything is too positive to be seen as exceptional or weird enough: they become many because they
have to eat, they find food, they become bigger, one body of many simple cells who want to eat and live
- what are their desires? didn’t manage to see the queer notion on kinship proposed by slime mode non-centralized organization, didn’t manage to imagine otherwise
-> maybe the potential lies in the internal changes they undergo when they open their cells?
(I read that they can also they can dry up in the stressful times and hibernate for super-long until there is
good environment again to have fun)
- maybe it seams I drifted a bit in this notes, but I can put this thinking in relation with the card-story: to
imagine otherwise that will envision different non-centralized ways of being together - it has to also be with
the one of Evil Eye

